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MUNVO CAMPAIGNQA 

Munvo campaignQA implements quality assurance procedures on large volumes of enterprise datasets used 
for direct marketing to ensure accuracy, completeness, consistency and validity of marketing campaigns. The 
key objective is to aid data governance to find exceptions undiscovered by current data operations and human 
quality assurance reviews of outbound marketing. Therefore, marketers can reduce the risk of sending 
incorrect offers, ensure the right offers reach the right customers, ensure contact frequency controls are 
respected, utilize a rules-based validation approach for marketing data quality, ensure fulfillment vendors 
interpret list files correctly and that test/control cell sizes match the plan of expected response and lift rates, 
maintain a comprehensive audit trail of compliance of internal privacy policies and emerging regulatory rules, 
such as GDPR, and reduce the time to market by automating quality assurance tasks - ultimately preserving 
brand integrity and increasing customer loyalty. 

 

OVERVIEW 

Data quality issues within large enterprises are not uncommon.  Errors can be introduced through poor 
database and/or campaign design logic and implementation, mistakes in Extract-Transform and Load programs 
and unreliable data sources.  

campaignQA aims to improve the overall quality control processes of marketing campaign execution through 
an easy-to-use web interface that’s integrated with a client’s existing campaign management software. The 
open architecture design also allows for reliable and robust integration with existing data sources and other 
applications as needed. Marketers define rules and apply them against Datasets, allowing campaignQA to 
profile the identified data sets and identify inconsistencies and other anomalies based on the user-defined 
rules. In addition, integrated reporting features provide users with a breakdown on number of rule infractions 
by job and severity.  These reports can be easily downloaded for marketers and data analysts to investigate 
root causes as well as to support overall process improvements. Once the necessary data sets and rules have 
been configured, the entire validation process can also be automated through the flexible built-in campaignQA 
Scheduler.  
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Who is campaignQA for? 

The Munvo campaignQA is principally for Campaign administrators, Campaign power users, Campaign 
developers, and data quality analysts. Below are several sample use cases that explain how campaignQA can 
apply to each role. 

• As a Campaign Admin I want to validate our weekly output (files/tables) before sending to a vendor. 
• As a Campaign Power User, I want to validate our multi-wave campaign output for logical flaws and 

issues 
• As a Campaign Developer, I want to validate our contacts over the past two weeks to insure quality 

and analyze for potential improvements 
• As a Data Quality Analyst, I want to validate all output complies with legal and internal standards 

 

campaignQA Features 

The key features of the Munvo campaignQA are: 

• Easy-to-use Advanced web interface: information readily accessible and easy to use. Features, 
functions, and settings are accessible through this web interface. 

• Dynamic inputs and custom rules: campaignQA accepts various input formats, including DB2, MYSQL, 
ORACLE and local system files. Create and apply customized user defined marketing rules to validate 
any output/list generated by Adobe Campaign. 

• Automation of Quality Assurance processes: Built-in Quartz Job Scheduler to automate the validation 
of Datasets. Eliminate the manual process of quality reviews resulting in overall reduction of time to 
market.   

• Incorporated QA Analytics: Validation results available through web interface reports, metrics and 
output files 

• Simple integration with existing digital properties: with marketing applications and data sources 
• Configurable Java-based API: interface campaignQA with custom applications, and external system 

processes 
• Dataset Caching and archiving: Performance enhancement settings to improve volume data load.  
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About Munvo 

Munvo is a leading marketing technology consulting firm assisting global companies with their marketing 
solutions. Since 2005, the Munvo team has delivered more than 450 000 consulting hours working with clients 
across industries including Financial Services, High-Tech, Retail, Travel & Leisure, Telecommunications, and 
Loyalty Marketing. Our services include implementations, upgrades, optimizations, integrations, system 
reviews, marketing ecosystem roadmaps, management consulting, marketing run services, best practice 
consulting, training, desk-side coaching, personalization consulting, digital marketing transformation 
consulting, and more. We now have a team of 75 full-time consultants focused on delivering services around 
enterprise marketing solutions.  

 

Munvo – Montreal 
1400 Metcalfe Street, Suite 300 
Montreal, Quebec 
Canada    H3A 1X2 

Munvo – Toronto 
96 Spadina Street, Suite 302 
Toronto, Ontario    
Canada    M5V 2J6 

Munvo – Calgary 
505 8th Avenue SW, Suite 305 
Calgary, Alberta    
Canada    T2P 1G2 

http://munvo.com/ 

We are looking forward to exploring how we can assist you and your organization with your marketing solution 
projects.  

Copyright © 2018 Munvo. All rights reserved. 
 
  

http://munvo.com/
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CAMPAIGNQA KEY CONCEPTS 

This section provides an overview of the concepts and operations involved in the configuration of a validation 
job. To begin, users must configure the connection to the data source, whether this data source is to a 
database, filesystem or the local drive. After the connection is created, users define Datasets. Datasets are 
essentially tables, files, lists or collections of data. The columns of the datasets must be explicitly defined with 
name, position and datatype. Next, the user will define the validation rules to apply on each individual column 
of the dataset. Finally, to execute the validation, the user will have to create a scheduled job. The Job can be 
scheduled to run once, daily, weekly, monthly, or on a customized schedule. Also, the users will be able to run 
it on demand once the scheduled job has been configured. Lastly, users will be able to view the results, through 
the Reports menu. Analytics will be provided for the infraction counts, along with the severity of each 
infraction.

 

campaignQA configuration Overview Diagram 

 

If you are experiencing issues logging into the campaignQA portal, contact your campaignQA system 
administrator. 

Connections 

A datasource connection is the means by which a datasource server and its client software communicate with 
each other. In this case, the datasource can be tables, files, lists or collections of data and the client software is 
campaignQA. campaignQA uses a database connection to send commands to and receive replies from the 
server.  
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Datasets 

A data set (or dataset) is a collection of data. Most commonly a data set corresponds to the contents of a single 
database table, or a single statistical data matrix, where every column of the table represents a particular 
variable, and each row corresponds to a given member of the data set in question. 

 

Rulesets 

A Validation rule is a criterion or constraint used in the process of data validation, carried out after the data 
has been encoded onto an input medium and involves a data set or validation program. 

Validation Rulesets are defined to associate various validation requirements on the Datasets. Users can create 
Rulesets, view Rulesets, and apply Rulesets to individual columns of Datasets. 

 

Schedules and Execution 

Job scheduling is the process of defining resources to automate the validation process. Scheduled Batch 
Validation jobs run repeatedly according to the defined schedule inputs. Once a job is submitted and 
completed, the results can be reviewed in the Reporting and validation job.  

 

Reporting and Validation 

The Reporting and Validation provides a summary of the detail of events, situation and results of the validation 
job. Details are included for the number of infractions, breakdown of the severity level for each infraction. 
Users can further drill down by viewing reports for individual runs, and seeing where infractions occurred for 
each dataset and rules. 
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MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Operating System 

• Any UNIX or LINUX operating systems (Linux kernel 2.6.11 or greater). 
• Windows 2013 server or greater 

System Tables Database 

• IBM DB2 Database (9.7+) 
• Oracle Database (11g +) 

DataSource Compliant Databases 

• Any ANSI SQL compliant JDBC – datasource 
o Must support ANSI SQL syntax 

Web Application Server 

• Apache Tomcat, IBM WebSphere, Oracle WebLogic 
• Java 1.7+ (Note: DB2 JDBC drivers currently do not support Java 1.8 or greater). 

Workstation Web Browser 

• Chrome 
• Firefox 
• Safari 
• Internet Explorer 10+ 

File System Requirements 

• Base installation: 
o 2 gigabytes for base installation 

• Archiving data (part of base installation) 
o Will vary based on input data sizes (Datasets) and frequency of analysis, in addition to 

retention policy (e.g. please import 2-5 gigabytes daily from external sources and retain 
results for 30 days for audit purposes. 

• Minimum Recommendation: 5 GB for initial implementation and basic use cases. 

Database Requirements 

• Read access to all external databases with data to analyze 
• Read access to remote SFTP systems with external files 
• Minimum Recommendation: 10 GB of tablespace to support temporary files and in database retention 

policy. (e.g. Please import into our database 10 GB daily across all use cases and retain for 7 days) 
• Minimum Recommended tablespace: 10 GB. 
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INSTALLATION CHECKLIST 

In order to install campaignQA please ensure the following checklist items are completed. 

 Request creation of database schema dedicated to campaignQA. Performance considerations related 
to “source” of data to analyze should be considered. Locating campaign QA on the same database 
server as related data/files for example will reduce network overhead and allow us to avoid some 
time-consuming data transfer. 
 

 Determine which web application server will be used to deploy the Munvo campaignQA web 
application. Apache Tomcat is bundled within the Munvo campaignQA installation, as the default web 
application server. 
 

 In Linux/UNIX environments, terminal access to install and configure Munvo campaignQA.  In 
Windows Server environments, desktop access, as well as the ability to install applications as a service 
(administrator account). 
 

 Verify that all necessary database connection information is available, i.e. the database server, 
database port.  
 

 Verify all necessary file system imports (SFTP/FTP) details are available, i.e. Hostname, user names, 
passwords, file locations, read and write access. 
 

 Determine installation path of Munvo campaignQA and destination server. 
 

 Determine the desired port to deploy Munvo campaignQA. 
 

 Request the opening of the desired port for Munvo campaignQA on any corporate firewalls (as 
required). 
 

 Verify a valid Munvo campaignQA license is available for each environment. 
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INSTALLATION STEPS 

INSTALLER 

1. Place the installation binary file on the server where campaignQA will be installed. 
2. Unpack campaignQA.zip to destination folder 
3. Confirm web application server user/owner has access to campaignQA home directory and 

subdirectories. 
4. Confirm ebean.properties values for default system database. 
5. As required confirm remaining fields (oracle/db2 home, etc). 
6. Configure JAVA_HOME and PATH variables include JVM 1.7  
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SYSTEM TABLE CONFIGURATION 

System Table configuration 

1. Determine campaignQA core database and database user. CampaignQA will require full access to it’s 
internal schema as well as read access to any “input” data sources. 

2. Please run the ddl creation script for both campaignQA system tables (QA_), internal indexes, key 
relationships and sequences. 

3. Please create all QRTZ tables responsible for scheduling activity outside of base inserts. 
4. Core system tables are assumed to reside on Oracle or DB2 – for more information please see pre-

requisites above. 
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WEB APPLICATION SERVER CONFIGURATION 

WEB APPLICATION SERVER CONFIGURATION 

For Tomcat only: 

5. Navigate to the /tomcat/conf directory. 
 

6. Edit the following information in the server.xml file. [Ensure that specified ports are open] 
a. Server port 
b. Connector port and redirectPort (HTTP) 
c. Connector port and redirectPort (AJP) 
d. Engine defaultHost 
e. Host name 

 
7. Navigate to the /tomcat/bin directory. 

 
8. If a setenv.sh file does not exist – please create it and add the following parameters: 

a. “export QAHome=<campaignQAInstallationDirectory>” 
b. “export JAVA_OPTS= -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 -Ddb2.jcc.charsetDecoderEncoder=3 -

Dlog4j.configuration=file:$QAHOME/log4j.properties -
Dload.properties=file:$QAHome/bean.properties” 

c. If using Oracle JDBC sources 
i. -Doracle.jdbc.J2EE13Compliant=true 

For all Web application servers 

9. Add the following JVM parameters: 
a. Dlog4j.configuration=file:$QAHOME/log4j.properties -

Dload.properties=file:$QAHome/bean.properties” 
b. If using Oracle JDBC sources 

i. -Doracle.jdbc.J2EE13Compliant=true 
10. Deploy campaignQA.war to web application server 
11. Modify ebean.properties – update “load.propertiers.override=….” to reference campaignQA home, 

ebean.properties 
a. This can be modified either directly in deployed application, or in supplied war file prior to 

deployment. 
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CAMPAIGNQA CONFIGURATION 

1. Modify campaignQA/QAHome/ebean.properties 
a. Datasource.default set to default database type for campaignQA system tables (i.e. 

oracle/db2) 
b. For the relevant datasource set 

i. Databasename 
ii. Username 

iii. Password 
iv. databaseURL – jdbcURL 

2. Setup config.properties 
3. Setup log4j.properties 
4. Setup quartz.properties 
5. Setup publicconfig.properties 
6. Modify ./startup.sh, leverage -DQAHOME to refer to internal installation. 
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